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GDF BIS CONSULTATION RESPONSE ON THE PRUDENTIAL TREATMENT OF 

CRYPTOASSETS 

 

Q1. What are your views on the Committee’s general principles?  
 
GDF considers that the approach that has been proposed in the consultation is too broad and 
does not take into consideration the fluctuating nature of cryptoassets nor does it fully 
appreciate the underlying technology behind the different categories of cryptoassets, which in 
some cases impact directly on the asset.  
 
GDF notes that it is important that cryptoassets do not merely fall within scope because they 
are using DLT and instead there needs to be a material change to the risk incurred by the 
financial institution for having exposure to this asset in their holdings. As such GDF want to 
make clear that there needs to be a set of criteria that certain thresholds or criteria needs to 
be hit in order to be within scope of this.  
 
GDF raises concerns with respect to the principles and the content. There is a fundamental 
assumption in the consultation that two things are happening: first of all that pure cryptoassets 
will trend to zero in the near future and second of all that any traditional asset where digital 
technology is used to tokenise it will substantially diminish the value of that traditional asset.  
 
 
Q2.  What are your views on the Committee’s approach to classify cryptoassets through 
a set of classification conditions? Do you think these conditions and the resulting 
categories of cryptoassets (Group 1a, 1b and 2) are appropriate? Which existing 
cryptoassets would likely meet the Group 1 classification conditions?  
 
GDF considers that Group 1a should only include digitally native securities within its scope and 
it is counter intuitive to apply extra measures. GDF questions what the intention of Group 1a 
is and raises the question of tech neutrality within the legal framework. The question is whether 
there is a legal structure that differentiates this asset and second what technology systems 
can be used to implement certain legal structures within the framework that are being operated 
such as the CSD. GDF urges the BCBS to consider what the actual risk of tokenisation is. The 
use of the blockchain as a system of record does not provide liquidity, liquidity comes from the 
markets and the mere facilitation of simpler transfer from entity a to entity b does not imply a 
change in liquidity from an asset. The risk does not change and therefore neither should the 
treatment of tokenisation. In addition, there is the assumption that once the asset is tokenised 
it removes ability to collateralise asset which shouldn’t be the case. Following the doctrine of 
same activity, same risk, same rule applied, the tokenisation of an asset shouldn’t change 
anything.  
 
There is an underlying sentiment that the intention of this framework is to capture Tier 2 assets, 
however Tier 1 is being dragged along with it.  
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Q3.  What are your views on the classification conditions? Are there any elements of 
these conditions that should be added, clarified or removed in order to:  

−  ensure full transferability, settlement finality, and/or redeemability;  

−  limit regulatory arbitrage, cliff effects and market fragmentation; and  

−  take account of new and emerging cryptoassets?  

GDF is concerned at the level of process and due-diligence around how classification is 
designed and that the regulation of a complex ecosystem is taking place through the banks.  

There is the impression that the entire ecosystem is regulated and the requirement that the 
legal framework supports settlement finality. However, where regulatory frameworks are 
incomplete and not in place this will not be possible. There is a broader question of whether it 
is appropriate to effectively get banks as just one part of the broader ecosystem to vouch for 
the effectiveness of security risk management, outsourcing protocols etc of an entire 
ecosystem of participants. GDF questions whether this is even possible or reflective of the 
risks that banks are bringing to the ecosystem.   

GDF is also concerned with the practicality of the regime that is being proposed due to the 
viability of tests being set out. There will be a question of how one will demonstrate and get 
supervisors comfortable with the idea that the stabilisation mechanism and to what extent the 
stabilisation mechanism functions are possible. This issue will then be compounded by the 
complexity of legal systems across different jurisdictions and the arbitrage opportunities that 
come with this.  

 

Q7. Do you consider the responsibilities of banks and supervisors to be clear and 
appropriate? Are there any other responsibilities for banks or supervisors that the 
Committee should consider?  

GDF considers that whilst the responsibilities for banks have been outlined, what is not clear 
is the policy intention behind this. Is the intention of the framework that banks put in place 
additional requirements and do additional ‘homework’ in order to be in a position where 
regulators can be comfortable with the risks? Or is the intention that banks should not be 
holding these assets. At present the intention comes across as the latter as it is not 
commercially viable to put in place such measures and banks are not incentivised to participate 
in these markets. GDF highlights that whilst banks may be disincentivised from participating, 
the reliance is then solely on providers outside of the banking remit.   
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Q12.  Do you think the proposed capital treatment of Group 2 cryptoassets, including 
the application of a 1250% risk weight instead of deducting the asset from capital (for 
the reasons explained above), appropriately reflects the unique risks inherent in these 
assets?  

 
GDF considers that the Group 2 assets are so vast that the static risk weight does not reflect 
the granularity of different assets that all carry different risk weights. As such, GDF is of the 
opinion that the framework needs to move away from static risk weights as a point in time 
principle as static frameworks cannot classify and assess the risks of assets which shift over 
time. Prudential treatment needs to evolve with markets and liquidity. A dynamic treatment will 
reflect the volatility of the assets.  
 
Further, the wide range of assets in the Group 2 classification exacerbates the issue and GDF 
notes that Group 1a and 1b could be expanded to include more assets from Group 2 and 
create one liquid group and one illiquid group under group 2 to acknowledge the different risk 
rating between them.  
 
GDF notes that at present the framework does not acknowledge the use of risk mitigation 
techniques for cryptoassets in the same way as it is for other assets. With the right sort of 
framework, banks could potentially incentivise risk management by highlighting price discovery 
in future scenarios. The proposed approach runs the risk of discouraging banks from 
participating and thereby excluding the expertise they bring to the table as risk managers. This 
would be remiss as having risk management expertise such as this in itself lowers risk.  
 
 
Q15. Do you have any views on the responsibilities of banks? Are there any other 
responsibilities or aspects that should be covered by banks for the purposes of the 
supervisory review?  
 
GDF considers that there is the potential for inconsistency with this proposed approach. The 
BCBS is designing a banking prudential framework. However, as evidenced in the EU and the 
UK having different prudential framework for investment firms and no prudential framework for 
funds and other financial services provider creates an unlevel playing field. As such, through 
creating this arguably unnecessary and burdensome analysis, banks are going to be priced 
out of providing this service. In contrast a fund manager can continue to hold the assets and 
provide a service that would not be subject to the banking regime that Basel is proposing. This 
is something that does take place in the context of investment firms in the UK and midsize 
investment firms are not subject to these standards and have been carved out. As such there 
is a potential that larger banks are excluded from this process. The question needs to be is 
this the policy intention. GDF argues that banks should be encouraged to engage in this sector.  
 
 
 


